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ROME
1: Preparation
A flight of steps
a cobbled alley
smell of bread
baking
it was so long ago
that mad and helpless night
smell of bread baking
ten years later
one summer in Wellington Square
it had been raining
raining on Rome
raining presumably also on the Pope
an alley glistening
leading in its snakeskin cobbly way

*
Rome has to be entered by
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in my case
An Air Ticket
Travel Insurance
Enough Visa Credit
anATMCard
Atilla had it easier
40,000 men
an unspecified number of suttlers
little care for the environment
Hannibal did worse
wandering through Italy with his elephants
his supply lines
unravelling behind him
never got to the Forum
the Capitolium evaded him
Carthage was ploughed with salt
his harbour recently re-dug
is perky with ducks

*
A virtual
plane booking
plain
sailing
assails me
Ohmemento
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mori or more memento
livendi (how
my Latin has collapsed
like the Forum a series
of challenges
empty
spaces
and shards and shafts and vaults
and faults all absolved
now maybe
but not absorbed

*
Today I purchased
my flight
ticket
to leave
ticket to flee
to arrive
a tick for being good
the tick tick tick of the future
the parcel in my hands
ticking
the past
demanding to be paid
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by Visa?
Diners Club?
Oh for the Past Perfect
Rome
the dream destination
all roads lead
over the horizon
like a thunderhead
radar blips it
ticks it off
inflight turbulence coming up

*
Now that a space has come
between words
between the reading
and writing and noiseless
chatter and demand of words
unlike say
that whirl and dart and aggression
of parrots outside my garden
every sunrise they arrow in
high silhouettes
harsh clamour
not words that's for sure
though they're a wild punctuation
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across the start of a day
a space
a silence opens
I hear what can't be heard
click of ligaments
rustle of hair
my heart's lethargic but reliable thump
that sound my eyes make when surprised
the fullness of sleep

*
Someone came last night and removed the
shutters
demolished the front fence diverted traffic
into our bedroom into our back garden
into my gut into my heart and nearly killed
my wife
and daughter and had the affrontery
to demand that I fix it all and I did
and I did
and the echo of that traffic

*
still
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at 6.30
the liquidambar
just before sunrise
just before the traffic starts
a cloudless sky
more pearl than sky
more
this is late autumn
leaves should have whirled from trees
wisteria should be naked withes
the mulberry a skeleton
not here
autumn hardly exists
summer becomes mild and sleepy
the dramas of other countries and climes
of other times
of another age
in another city
wake slowly
maybe I need to search them out

*
An e-mail from Kate in Berkeley
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companion witness of the trauma
inflicted in Rome
Kate of the broad inflection and blond hair
the view of the Bay who survived
the '89 earthquake and much more

Yours was a good news bad news letter
if ever there was one ...
the news about your health screamed out
over all else
Kate
cancer's not a big deal
if it's really big I won't be around
for it to haunt me
otherwise we
live with it
'it's a word not a sentence'
unlike those whispering ghosts
those shadows in the tunnels of Rome
those scraps of collapsed sunlight
those whispering flimmers of despair

*
Pause
Take a deep breath
Relax
Let your body relax
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Pause
Listen to your breathing
Relax
Let your listening relax
You are breathing
You are your breathing
Breathing
You are still breathing

*
My window-ledge is dotted with dead things:
sand dollars
sea urchins
shells
fossils
coral
it's a shoreline
nothing on the beach is alive
except scavengers birds
insects
us
we scour the sand
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rocks
time
light
for dead treasures
they whisper to us in extinct tongues
et in Arcadia ego
they say
ave atque vale
et tu
I'm inclined to reply
Brute
*

Even a dead language is not a corpse
when I pick up my prizes
sand
shuffles across my sill
light rounds the promontory of a shell
fossils pose in their fluent crystals

*
Whaf we don't talk abouthope held in the silence between hands
like fragments of a glass
fear in the shadow of a pause
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in the deflection
of a glance
in the hesitation
of touch
a ghost
a monstrous gestation
invisible
but possible
the question
unaskable
nothing we can do but wait
wind creaks the roof at 4 am
darkness patrols the house unsettled and
unsure
and now after the tests and waiting
goodnews!
no treacherous molecules
my body
clear for another six months
our house suddenly flowering
with maps and photographs of Rome
you've sent me a website
Batelli di Roma
I can feel you straining to embark

*
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A new suitcase the old battered ones are ok
their travel scars like so many medals
they've followed us round the world
like faithful retainers
rectangular valets that display
toiletries clean underwear and socks
and all the intimacy of clothes we've worn
elsewhere and want to wear again
but not the case that never arrives on time
that turns up a day or so too late
sheepishly smelling of exotic detours
illicit side trips
unauthorised adventuresnot that one this time!
We've purchased a new one
inexperienced proud to be in our company
swearing to be always just a foot
or two behind us
One day it might learn independence
but for this expedition
dependable alacrity is what we need

*
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And you've gone
a month before me via Singapore
and Brazil
Rio
Cop a
whatever Copacabana means
it means I left you
this morning at the International
no
you left me
at the International
non-terminal
terminal
thus we fly apart
not a mechanism exploding
but components of a puzzle
jumbled
to be put together
by planning
and luck
in that tangle of history
and urgency
Rome

*
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The rules of the poem are clear
like
the traffic
you drive on the left
or on the right depending on
you keep on without pausing
ever
or giving way
like the traffic in Rome
and when you reach the end you stop
like a Turing machine
(unlike the traffic in Rome)

*
Some memories
are ice around a twig
as the sun reaches down
years later
they are there again

*
The poem is like a river
maybe the Tiber
clear enough when it started
in history in the head
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getting murkier more eddied
as other streams join it
further along loiters
but never stagnates
rejuvenates
a one-way complex flow
oh
how simple that would be

*
This poem is neither one-way
nor flowing
I dam it
thought tends to collect in pools
damned
thought tends to collect in fools
poem as
exorcism
excursion
exploration
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excuse

scusi signore
a scoperta Leima vita perdita?
Mal
not lost
opporhmities are lost
documents are lost
money is never lost it simply
in a series of complicated manoeuvres
is passed along
the past
isn't lost
Perdita reappeared
one Winter's Tale

Mi ritrovai
will I find myself?
you?
la diritta via like all roads
leads to Rome
will it also
lead to me
or to a selva oscura?

*
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to a dark self
flitting in the woods
that ancestor
leopard
wolf
and this is when I discover
my copy of La Divina Commedia

esmarrita
gone missing!
How true is my memory
of Dante?
I'm probably also
a misquotation of myself
an uncorrected proof
of my collected errors
wandering in the woods
not venal enough to be wolf
leopard or even

*
If the poem needs an even keel
it won't get itkayaks don't have keels
my little flotation device
pointed at both ends
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goes fore fast
aft fast
and eddies adeptly
a flirtation device
that can be swamped
but not sunk
goes places
bigger stronger more powerful
and sturdier craft can't follow
on the centimetre-thin
skin of water in the swamp
threading
through that dark
woodland
where the trees spoke to me
their broken limbs
habitat for herons
ibis egrets ducks darters
cormorants and the vigilant
falcon and white
sea-eagle
where the trees
spoke tome
the poem
is my tribute to their advice

*
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I put the cats out into a cold nightone is a papery frame disguised
in couturier fur
the other
a brief sturdy warrior
who thinks he's a dog
the pretty one is deceitful
believes she's invisible
so thin she can pass through glass
the other looks in my eyes
follows me even into the loo
stands on my feet
at zero degrees
I usher them out
I want to sleep tonight
undisturbed
except for dreams
they watch me across the bedroom
where you're entwined
with somebody else
I thrill at the beauty of your body
at the lovely passion of your movement
at your tender fierceness
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my dreams don't always wake me
7.30 I hug the quilt or guilt
and try to sleep again
maybe I'm a bastard
maybe love is this
loving everything a lover might do

*
My last day in Perth
the house
littered with preparation
the cats suspicious
yesterday I walked the river
bright mirror-still
collecting memories to bring to you
invisible photos to be conveyed by touch
this morning a flurry of messages
from Sao Paolo
your flight's delayed
you have no keys
to your car your house in Germany
a morning transformed into SMS
three continents
finally resolved
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this afternoon
a visit to the coast
wind lashing the reef to a white wound
cliff walkers swept away like wrappings
I staggered back to the car
unable to see the Indian Ocean
in its full splendid gale
its reminder that it is after all
an ocean and not a mere
backdrop for sunsets
fine food
memories
and romantic lingering
a helicopter clawed at the sky
slipped sideways and nearly clipped
the cliff where I stood
a healthy reminder
travel can be tough
I cross this ocean tomorrow
time now for touch
and go
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2: Rome
Darling I'm calling on the mobile
I'm in Rome
the apartment's terrific
I've done some shopping call me back
on this number
you don't call back

Did you get my message?
I'm here the number is
and I repeat it
and repeat it
the mobile bill accelerating
arithmetically
still you don't call back
Here it's almost 40 degrees
you're in Brasil I hope and
yes I hope
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but we can't be further apart
in desperation I try again

Dial 0 before you dial the 6 for Rome
just try it! I know it's wrong
but we've tried everything else
and the phone croaks into life

Hi darling, yes it was a good flight
I was upgraded
but my bags haven't turned up

*
Then the little one homed in to me
ten hours late but it arrived! eager
faithful
bearing teashirts
a map of Rome
and some of your clothes
the big one milling around
on some despondent carousel
in Heathrow

*
What a way to arrive
at the City of my Dreams
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well
the city we'd hoped I'd be well enough
-and lam!to revisit torelive
in
After an eight hour walk
all the landmarks are in place
though the cheap lunchtime eateries
have been polished up
like my secret locanda on Piazza Navona
and the menus
flattened to pizza

Tourists don't know
how to use
fontanelle one finger under the spout
crisp mountain water
leaps to your lips

but the Typewriter is in place
(renamed La Vittoriana)
the Trevi still choked with tourists
like a football final
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and via del Corso and Piazza Colonna and
Piazza Barbarini Villa Borghese Piazza del
Popolo the Pantheon Piazza Navona Castel
San' Angelo San Pietro Ponte Sisto the Tiber
and the Isola & gelato
still
as I trudged home
agony in the ankles
I wondered
why
were
San Andrea della Vaile
Campo de' Fiori
and my old once rather threadbare
but much loved
Albergo del Sole
on the wrong side of the road?

*
Delphino
my glittery fast food
dolphin
where I crammed suppli while waiting
for the 64 bus
survives!
sombre
aged now a little
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after forty years
narrower
darker
shaded a bit by the mystery
things and places in Rome
assume
faster I feel in Rome
than anywhere else
It looks rather ordinary today

the dust of millennia mingling with the grease
of decades of fast food
but certainly not tatty
What else should I expect
in this strangely quiet city
its inhabitants mostly on holidays
whose traffic no longer blares
and who knows what ghosts
such as confronted Aeneas
stand patiently at corners
waiting for a change of light?

*
Antonio the utterly unintelligible
inspects the traffic much of the day
over his paunch
his wife skinny as a stork
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does most of the work
she mops and brooms
her voice as clear as mountain water
falling towards oblivion.

*
taking stock
stocking
up
checking the fridge is fridging
dodging the heat tree by tree
of inadequate shade
to and from the supermarket

*
Along the Viale most of the shops are shut
though the Trasporto di sangue
wails in emergency tones along the tramlines
the pizzeria begins to fill at 10
as I pay and totter towards bed
the trams are cheery with huskers and music
I did it my way always the same tune
or Never on Sunday
guitar squeezebox violin and drums
and the crumpled Macdonald's paper cup
politely suggesting a token
payment for the artists (some of them
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pretty good!)
then moving on
not so the beggars
kneeling in gruesome
parodies of piety
on the church steps
or sprawled with their dogs and mobiles
and beer bottles
and hand scrawled placards
Noi abbiamo fame ... etc
on brown cardboard
Ho tre bambini (nowhere in sight) etc
cinque fratelli (urn ... why aren't they
working?)
etc
unlike the guy who seems to live
in the planter box at 215 and never
utters a word
the gypsies camp in the children's playground
near the station
long velvety dresses
kids on their hips
the men engaged in some unintelligible battle
with their women and the world
leaving a wake of rubbish and premonition
when the police move them on
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the women scavenge from the market
buy oddments in the supermarket
god knows what the men do
Carmen oh gypsy Carmen of the
irresistible
sexual freedom
did Merime or Bizet
ever meet a gypsy?

*
We hitched from Florence to Rome
in a buckety cheap Fiat whose driver
insisted to Roberta he was a big time
something
in Cinecitta urn yes
he would show her around next day
we stayed at the Albergo del Sole
where the padrone hadn't poked holes
through the walls
to perve on the American girls
or watch them fucking
we returned to Florence by train
ashamed to nibble our panini when our
hunger demanded
until the miserable family in the seats opposite
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untied a sack the size of a sheep
and ate what they'd salvaged from Calabria
the paterfilias offering us
as a gesture of politeness
a sheep's eye
on the point of a knife

*

Feragosto
the Virgin is assumed into Heaven
Rome is at its highest
terrorist alert
saints burning in their holy fire
in Santa Maria in Trastevere

*
You have arrived
and an unfamiliar but recognisable pattern
like the moderation of extreme
fluctuations in weather
(which has been unreasonable by the way)
begins to emerge
five weeks apart
five weeks too long
five weeks to rediscover
those fractures those weak
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fissures where memory
like water steeped with bitter salts
creeps down and builds
its shards and blades
You abhor caves
but your arrival lights Rome's
perilous labyrinth
of tunnels caverns and disasters
- no sanctified catacombs thesewith your touch

*
A year ago
I would return grateful to the ward
those cheerful nurses
the unexpected camaraderie
the jokes about dying
where poison was dripped for three hours
week after week
into me the phannakon
that has me here
neither weak
nor
To arrive one has to leave
but not forget
Aeneas carried Anchises on his shoulders
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from the embers of Troy
towards Rome
I came here not to forget

*
Nor to disinter
to rob graves of the long
decently laid to rest
to proliferate once more
what has been
so patiently
so painfully stilled
rather to trace an outline
as Innocent X did when he turned
the Circus Agonalis of Domitian
into Piazza Navona
the ancient space still visible today
but utterly renewed
at least twice over
artists sketch your portrait for €10
tourists pay top dollars for a chair
where once I used to lunch
at a ruined trattoria held aloft
by scaffolding -
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panino and a glass of wine that cost
virtually nothing
and the best view of the square
thrown in for free
It's vanished now of course
upmarketed
but not for me much of my private Rome
with or without ghosts
still welcomes me

*
To arrive it seems
is to have left somewhere
that is not forgotten
to measure distance
by what you carry
only in your mind
and can
fora moment
put down

*
My suitcase finally arrived
nights are becoming cooler
our bodies revel together in the breeze
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traffic rumbles quietly through our dreams
life you could say
is becoming normal
we've studied fifteen Medieval churches their golden apses glimmer
in the bright late afternoon
their travertine and marble hot
as though a pulse pushed through thema hush
of timelessness and history both
enwrap us
reverence
piety
rivalry
treachery
in the August heat
what do their crypts contain
in this spell of Roman traffic?

*
I'm not an archaeologist
of passion
a hunter for the DNA
of the dead
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I'll walk my private Rome of tunnels and
alleys
that tourists are guided past by their sedulous
shepherds
and also visit where I lived a year
with Jill and where I worked
teaching English
and all the normalities young couples
forty years past
endured to survive
and the Campidoglio
where I married
That marriage crumbled
and collapsed
thirty years now
because I hadn't understood
Rome
as you dowith you beside me
I can do better this time

*
Roberta is dead
her plane hit a mountain in Africa
Kate told me Roberta and Geoff are dead
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ten years now
Geoff doing good for the world
presumably and Roberta
doing good for Geoff
I met him once only
he drove a school bus yellow Mustang
old but hatted up he told me
and kept thumping the wipers
to shake off ice
that was in Boston
(1971 what
ancient history
but only four years
before I met you)
and Geoff is dead
who never was alive to me
though he was to Roberta
who was

*
Dear Kate
You weren't in Rome when Roberta and I
explored the tunnels under the Palatine,
found the mystical fonda which whenever
we asked for anything, such as the loo,
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was always a sinistra. Roberta and I drank
in every bar in Via Veneto starting from
the top and by the time we got near the
American Embassy a loo was much in
demand. It was very cold. So were a lot of
other things, but I won't trouble you with
them - in demand, I mean. And, as it
turned out, cold. Well
Was it really forty years ago? Is this a
sexagenarian's grasp at youth? From the
64 bus today I recognised the stairs where I
forgot my umbrella after dinner with
Roberta that wet night. I went back, a year
later, to claim it, but the restaurant had
gone. Roberta was there though, in the
rainy shine of the steps, in the way the
steps led down, and up. In her ironic
drawl.
I shouldn't burden you with this, Kate.
You were with us in Florence, where
nothing happened until Roberta and I
came back from Rome. She left next day
for the beautiful state of the United States,
marriage, a son, a life of apparently doing
good for impoverished people mostly in
Africa, and a book of short stories. Did she
continue to paint? Rothko taught her.
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You wrote to me when she died. You knew
I had to know.
Thank you

*
Roberta seems to want to take over
this poem
like she took me over
like she took most people over
and dumped me
in a blur of tears
most of them hers she wrote
you would have liked her
but not been taken over
your silence would have baffled her
completely
your knowledge utterly outflanked her
and you are more honest
she played the same game as I
but better
it's called hedging your bets
or cowardice
you play straight down the line

*
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Rome is coming back to life
Feragosto is over, the nights
are almost cool enough to sleep
and shops are opening at last.
Traffic is back but without the furious
impatience
of the nineteen sixties Rome has become a manageable city
since then, Italian natural courtesy
extending even to the roads.
Perched on my terrace in the rapidly
vanishing shadow
I can see the clouds drift over
and humidity increase
like ripples under water
Last Sunday Porta Portese
the world's largest garage sale
where once I bought a wardrobe and a table
to furnish who knows what dream
of domesticity or use
block after block after block
the bric-a-brac brokers return
re-stocked with trash
from cellars and attics
of lives now gone
excrescences of better-forgotten taste
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one-time treasures tarnished and blotched
with age
in the merciless sunlight
So much of the past is better undisturbed
its usefulness merely to pave the way
for what comes after
of no intrinsic value in itself

*
Italians stroll there with the carelessness of
habit
tourists gawk clutching their money and
cameras
Germans and Japanese murmur and debate
American accents saw through the heat
Africans hawk leather and carvings
Indians electronics of miniscule value
Russians stagger off with hold-alls stuffed
with anything cheap they can sell back home
by lunchtime they start the treck back
to the Metro at Piramide and beyond
Whatever's their Rome it's not mine
their memories
too painful perhaps or too new
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mine are those of a young man
old enough now to be searching for
traces of the past, not
a quick step to tomorrow

*
'Sabato nel villagio'
the poignancy
in Leopardi's
beautiful poem
of that pause
in the unending toil
of poverty
Trastevere tonight
swirling
with careless
and beautiful
enjoyment
*
At Santa Costanza
in search of 4th Century mosaics
we were forestalled by a wedding
a braw bonnie Celt with a kilt
and pipes sentinel at the door
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replay maybe
of earlier
barbarian
invasions?
When the elegant and suavely clad
invitees finally emerged
we entered the 4th Century
it was circular
colonnaded
roofed with an intricate
earthliness
no gold holy fire for the saints
kindled from Byzantium
but vintage
and the crushing of grapes
Classical Rome
breathing of Virgil
and the Georgics

*
Dum Capitolium scandit ...
we've climbed the Campidoglio
Michelangelo's weaving of
Aracoeli' s ancient 'altar in the sky'
with the civis the urbs the viscitudes
of patronage
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tourists photograph themselves
on his cordonata
only pilgrims tackle the hard
stairway to the church
the civilised necessity
to live where we are
with both power and whatever it is
when power lacks it
makes it mere brutality
with both the firmness of stone
chiselled and aligned
and the liquidity of light
shifting as the day moves on its plane
it is beautiful and demanding
as hard to live up to as a sacrament
and as it proved
impossible
that's where I was married

*
AI Balogh was our witness
Please call the first witness Mr AI
Balogh and his wife
Margie and their child
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whose name after forty years I'm sorry
but cannot recall
but who is many years
older than my daughter is now
I've a photo of you Margie and AI
each side of us in the Marriage Room
on the Campidoglio
Jill and I fresh wed and AI you looked
as if you'd just been waiting
for this princely municipal decor
to pose against in that new suit
for the family back home
AI and Margie you were kind
hospitable and despite so many years
are close to my heart

*
Nothing better than a glass of red wine
shattered
to invoke mortality
all that robust life
splashed across indifferent tiles
while needle-pricks
of almost invisible
clarity
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ray out
dangerous to tread on
alluring to the eye
a reminder of form
and brilliance
irretrievably lost
but for the pain
working its way through flesh

*
It was a marriage of two innocents
-looking back at ittoo innocent of the size of the world
and the corrosiveness
- the subtle seeping leaching
that can wear even travertine of time
We trusted ourselves too much
and the glorious Renaissance backdrop
conspired to make us believe
our future confirmed by the past
but it didn't work out too much had happened between
my departure from Melbourne and her arrival
in Rome
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You would have understood that
and told her to cancel her ticket
-brutal, considerate but I was confused and lonely
and probably desperate

*
Cell phones they're called in
America
but she and I discussed
this year with a new
understanding
between us though only by phone
what our cells do mine in my gut and liver
hers in her breast
years of rancour and sadness
suddenly evanesced

*
I used to say of Via Appia
Antica
that the ancient Romans were buried
where the traffic felled them
all those monuments to wealth
and bad driving -
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1st Century Ferraris careening over the cobbles
collecting a Consul or Senator or two
more work for the slaves quarrying the
catacombs
to build monuments for the rich
burial niches for the poor
and subsequent centuries' veneration

but yesterday it was an avenue of silence
hot scent of resin
and lazy dust
where the occasional mutter of a distant plane
made the 21st Century seem
not closer but further away
and a sudden sharp shrill of cicadas
was the sound of a summer childhood
on the farthest side of the world
miraculously come to life
among mounds of funerary rubble

*
Roman weddings!
gorgeous affairs of chandeliers
white flowers in masses
scatterings of rice
(for the attendant pigeons)
digital cameras and mobile phones
at the ever-ready
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in San Alessio
San Andrea al Quirinale
San Pietro in Montorio
(Bramante' s tempietto
parked like an awkward visitor
in the forbidding cloister)
Santa Maria in Aracoeli
Sant' Ecetera in Dappertutto
every Saturday and Sunday
knots of frustrated tourists hesitating at the
door
those tantalising treasures proffered by the
guidebooks
locked out of reach in a kind of cultural
chastity
until after the wedding

*
Beneath San Clemente
an ancient Church
beneath the Church
an ancient house
beneath the house
an altar to Mithras
and beneath the Mithraeum
a spring offresh water
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filling the centuries
with its living voice
*
Rome was six metres lower
in Classical times
the guide explained
but where does the extra
altitude come from?
from demolition rubble I suppose
and dust and a few solid metres
of accumulated time
and history
and the rubbish of failure
If cities grow higher do I as well?
Am I taller now than forty years ago
strata of wisdom happiness regret
augmenting my stature?

Appealing maybe
maybe untrue.
A life is built of its past
and memory lives in the present
while change is the act of becoming
not more of, but more like ourselves -
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our hidden spaces and ruins
palaces gardens and tombs.
Treat them with tact since they hold
not just the shape of the past
but the whole bright structure erect

*
(An Urban Pastoral)
Morning glory twines along the terrace
threatening whatever's in its reach
with glorious strangulation.
Andrew the Liberator toils each day
to separate it from the other plants
teaching it to screen the stares
of countless unseen Romans perched
behind the washing on their balconies
to spy on us, I fantasise.
In fact I rarely see a soul
the cityscape eight floors above the street
an urban solitude enlivened by
our neighbours' gentle muttering
the squeal of trams and now and then
the seesaw siren of an ambulance.
By lunchtime all the flowers have shrunk
and hang upon the vines like crude
spent memories of former pride.
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The vine though doesn't rest and when I step
out on the balcony first thing each day
new purple triumphs trumpet in the shade.

*
The mountains unfurl
as the temperature drops
unexpectedly
last week there was the haze
only of summer
now a sharp outline of autumn
and the tramontana

*
Those long afternoons reading New Scientist
looking up as people came and left
with daughters spouses chatted with the staff
from time to time declined a cup of tea
nibbled a biscuit watched as the timers
chimed
evening gathering and one by one
the chairs around me emptied one issue of New Scientist lasts three hours
if you read the Letters and the Book Reviews -
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released at last I'd make a dash to the loo
Sarah would drive me home and then I'd cook
dinner for you and manage to eat some too
after a glass of vermouth and lemonade.
My sex drive idled in neutral much of the time
as chromosomes forbidden to uncurl
withered and let the cells around them die.
The Lesson Today was Patience, we would
agree
or maybe Perspective, sorting things out
so that death was not to be feared and life
- for this was the same- is a gift enjoyed
with love and not a rag-bag of regrets.
Those afternoons finished a year ago my body has still to accomplish a task called
life
alone, without drugs, but with you. That's
when
I hit on the plan to come to Rome
and write a poem that would see me through
for another six months

*
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Dear Kate
After an art gallery opening where we
literally
rubbed
shoulders,
and
inadvertently most other parts of our
bodies, with the elite of Rome's
aristocracy, we fled the crush and the heat
and had dinner at. ..

Otello! Where once I had lunch with you
and your parents. On Via della Croce,
remember? Forty years ago, and I can't
remember how or why. The young
American couple at the next table had
come, they told us, because their parents
had. Restaurants are handed down
through generations, it seems, like recipes.
Otello' s food is still true Roman,
uncomprornised. Memories are more
flexible. I remember dinner with Roberta
up some steps somewhere near Via IV
Novembre, with the smell of bread baking.
I never recovered the umbrella I left
behind. The smell of bread though, and the
glisten of wet cobbles ...

PS: the restaurant's still there, I found it again
today. Santa Cristina, a sanctified eatery, in
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the tiny Via Cordonata. It held no ghosts, no
echoes of laughter along rain-glazed cobbles,
not even a lost umbrella. Memories now, not
ghosts ...

*
Two positives repel
and sometimes we're too positive
our single mind divides
into identical thoughts then trouble starts
in its repetitive way
one mind two people
rubbing too close together
Maybe we need a millennium or so
to distract us from each other
a memoriam of stone engraved
by weather history and the continuing present
of human need and failure and the marks
of others before us so when Santa Maria's mosaic
embraced us in the bright
flatness of its eternity
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we instantly agreed
that's not a world to live in
all landscape reduced to gold
where everything is positive
it's variousness untold
Maybe we need some time apart

*
It was a student infatuation

in a wonderful
exotic setting
a butterfly
waking from a tunnel in the Palatine
whose wing-beats fractured a marriage
ten years later
and has fluttered today
into mere memory
I watch them now
in their European semester
hugging in the tram
and hope they're more casual
more careless
than I am
*
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You left today
as you leave so often
for another country
you are a habit of departing
a shadow after the last embrace
an echo of a foot that continues its pace
I come from a dour morality and a place
I love and can never shake
its sand and salt from my skinyou from a genealogy you find
sufficient but I don'twhere from that parchment of pastors
Jewish business and a hapless
Countess are you from, so bright
so thorough and so much one foot
into the future that no matter how
I hold your body, fix you in the thrust
of our love-making, still
when our bodies cool
you are one step out of my grasp
one glimmer beyond my sight?
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3: The anniversary
The ghosts have vanished
the guilt or nostalgia that fed them
gone - gone through and gone
They still whispered when I arrived
and you from Brazil
but they gave up and quit
when we set out to conquer Rome together
not exactly barbarians
but to make it ours
which we have
in our work
in our walking
in our lovemaking
in our being here together

They haven't gone whimpering
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under the Palatine or Forum
where they slunk before
nor to the underworld and dismal shores
where Aeneas encountered them
nor do they hover at the edge of dreams
like hesitant guests at a wedding
they have simply gone
like an old shirt
their threads disengaging
disentangling
floating away into nothing
Now you too have gone
but you're a tangible absence
the promise of your return in two weeks
an anniversary

*
Anniversary:
years
of verses
years
turning
*
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Radio Classica out of character
broadcasts a whole symphony
untruncated!
usually it demonstrates a passion
for incompleteness
the fragments
stick in the mind
like shatters of glass
Rome too if the truth be told
in all its Aurelian completeness
was probably overbearing
in a late Victorian
self congratulatory
way:
too many statues
too much of too much
better today in its bits and pieces
its empty spaces
its dozing cats
beggars
traffic
Not a marble perfection
of periodic entangling Latin
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a city where every road no matter how far you
flee
leads back to it no thanks
but a history of wreck and rebuilding
open to the dubiously clean
blue late summer sky (at least in Rome
we can see what we're breathing

*
Unlike a sky in Perth
where I can drive my kayak
or drift on the river's downflow of spring rain
(right now, early October)
from the granite hills, flushing salt
and phosphates and letting water
breathe
breath is a matter of letting go
before one can grasp -

let go
grasp again
again let go
now grasp harder
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empty your lungs completely
breathe out and out and out
and out
and out
more!
Good, you're doing fine
keep this up at least four times a day
until I come back
Sadist, physiotherapist
she got me moving again

*
... the sky
from our terrace I can watch the sky
from its morning peach to its evening ...
forever complete and defining
the incompleteness of everything else:
no wonder I lunch on the terrace
longing for your return
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no wonder I hug and wash the sheets
to preserve the pure scent of your absence
no wonder I love the wreckage of Rome
to its ancient pomp and completeness

*
A beggar on the tram
deformed as a spider
clutched my knee as we lurched
round a corner
though I gave him no money
he thanked me for that moment
I held his wrist

*
As so often
your voice on the phone
reminds me
that love
as Donne put it in his
'Valediction: Forbidding Mourning'
can endure an expansion
like gold to ayery thinnesse beate
like the gold mosaics?
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fixed for millennia?
the abode of saints?
No thanks!
there's enough heaven for me
in the gold of your skin

*
To be out of time
is a marvel for tourists and the Medievally
credulous, mosaics
photograph well and when Mass is sung
and the lights are on they're a wonder
to behold
While to live in time is to endure the ache
of empty evenings
the awareness that Rome might be
if one were enough alone
just another city unrequited waitings
buses that don't arrive
and days when it should have been
even more thoroughly sacked
shattered trampled underfoot
than it was and never rebuilt

*
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Your voice in the phone
fraying and intermittent as the thread
of my life last year
how can something so frail
bind us so close
who are ever so often apart?

*
The guy who lives on the planter box
at 215 Viale di Trastevere
with his cardboard mattress and umbrella
spoke to me today
his sake unintelligible garble
echoed the harsh harangue
of the madman at the tram stop
gypsies build hovels of packaging and plastic
in the angle of the children's slide
in the stony rubbishy playground
and beggars with their dogs
or babies and toneless wheedling
kneel at crossroads and churches
this is Rome too
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the Eternal City

*
Loving you
is to live with my faithful companion
loneliness
She never fails to turn up
when you've gone with your bag
I think she works for an airline
or a taxi dispatcher
logging your goings and comings
First her little knock at the door then
'Why not a drinkie for old times?'
and after we've had a couple
'Come on, lets go to bed
she won't be back for two weeks/ two
months/etc
don't be shy, I'm probably
your oldest friend, remember?'
I remember.
She played with me as a child
in a vast garden without neighbours
she brooded beside me at the stern of a boat
at night as my father and brother fished
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when I was sent to boarding school so was she
when I first came to Italy
she shared my lodging and my bed
and my poor cooking and helped me to write
letters I never should have written
when Roberta and I came back from Rome
she was a witness at my first wedding
- that on the Campidoglio -and has been
careful to keep an eye on me
ever since
So I'm never without a companion
when you're away
she shows me the view from bridges
how things glitter through tears
how empty a morning is
how endless nights can be
how dreams can be as merciless
as insomnia

*
Discreet
she doesn't bring a bag
- her baggage
is totally mine to tote and she whisks out
when she hears you arriving
'Don't call me ... '
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always her parting caress
and she's gone
like those spirits in folktales
that cannot abide the snn
but you've heard her leave I'm sure
that little click of the door
the extra glass on the drainer
and not been jealous
you've heard me echo
some of her sweetest phrases
cooking her favourite dishes
and not been jealous
you're not given to jealousy
especially of nothing the childhood nothing that still
won't let me go

*

Our anniversary on Sunday
when this poem will end she will be there
whether or not invited
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the message she brings is of love
utterly requited
not by hers but by yours
my dear bird of passage
wherever it takes you
restlessly on your course

*
Phonecall by phonecall
you're crossing the AlpsReutlingen .Y
Zurich .Y
Lucerne .Y
Lugano .Y
next stop
Florence
aroutemap
of friends
(unlike Hannibal's)
leading you to Rome
bringing you
who are always with me
back
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for our anniversary
What gift can I make to you
who gives me so much?

*
Gift
in German
your language
means poison

giftig
yes
last year
was a poisoned year
how easily it might have been
my our
last
what can I give you
to heal such
fear such
distress
I scored then
across your face?

*
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something akin
maybe to that poison fed
six months into my blood
bringing me health again?

*
I'll give you if I can
another year together
and hope
and memories
not just of pain but laced
with lives as lovely
as the gold
flash of a fish
twisting or a wave
breaking
and maybe a poemthis one with its clumsy
meandering towards your return
with all my trash and treasures on display
cheap but at least not bought in a shop
no matter what it cost
us both
What else would you like?

*
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Lightening!
Summer in Rome has broken
though the leaves are still to turn
rain has dribbled down all day
with autumnal persistence
Perth will be hotter than here
salt that winter flushed to the sea
will be starting upriver
jellyfish like delicate parachutes
will pulse and drift
maybe a dolphin will follow
in three months
I'll push my kayak out from the boatyard
feel the paddle alive in my fingers
and shoulders
again
Rome
a memory
on that clear broad water
the colour of sky
the colour
of nothing here

*
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I slid on the rain-slick pavements
from San Giovanni in Laterano
to Santa Prassede
where a squadron of northern invaders
resolute as the Golden Horde
crammed coins into the light meter
craned and clicked at the mosaics
I studied the floor cosmic?
cosmetic?
co-Matisse?
comatose?
cosmatesque?
Cosmati?
right!
the great Cosmatesserae Brothers and Co
pavers for every occasion!
nothing in the saintly mosaics
induces a smile
but should you look down
the swirl and counter-twirl of paving
might set you dancing
and whirling
mile after mile

*
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Those hot mornings in Adelaide
thirty years back
the smell of bread from the bakery
on Wellington Square
our secret afternoons
you in your ramshackle car
me with my guilt and confusion
how did we put it together?
how did we make it last?

*
An SMS from Florence
you're at San Miniato al Montethat's as close as anyone living
can be to heaven !
next stop Rome
this poem too has to stop
it's wandered and twisted far enough
collecting and discarding
like a picky indecisive shopper
through memory
it's done its job
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the obscure task I tried to foresee
but couldn't define
Roberta lies quiet
no longer taunts me
for a marriage in Rome
she made impossible
The past I've discovered
has to take care of itself
and can
if you think about it

*
Rome is full of past
its gaps ruins passageways
a lure for map-wielding Swedes
flop-hatted Japanese
and everyone in between
including
beggars and their dogs
gypsies camping anywhere it seems
belonging nowhere
ubiquitous Africans
peddling off-the-truck
trinkets and handbags
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but
that woman with her bulging shopping
the frail old man guarding his dignity
with a tie and suit
the girl whispering to her mobile on the
crowded tram
the old woman walking while her daughter
supports her
the schoolkids with their oversized backpacks
the man reading L'Espresso at the bus stop
the cashier plomping a chiusa sign in front of
my shopping
the girl on her scooter waiting at the lights
and people watching her she is so beautiful
the riot police in Piazza Venezia with their
plastic shields
the couples strolling Campo de' Fiori
or sipping wine at little tables
in the warm twilight
this is their city
what do they care
what one man found here
forty years back
and what he did with it?

*
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I'll sit for an hour at the Taverna del Campo
with a glass of torgiano and a cup of
unshelled peanuts
as much at home here as I will be anywhere
watching the 116 lurch over the cobbles
wince at the fat little busker's voice
(though I'll give him a coin for trying)
observe how the floodlit flower stalls brighten
as dusk thickens and streetlights waken
the ochre richness of the ancient walls
back in our apartment
I'll clear the papers and laptop from the table
sweep out the dust of your absence
chill a bottle of your favourite prosecco
put clean sheets on the bed
ready for your return
tomorrow
while as for our anniversarybut I celebrate that every day

Rome, August 2004- January 2005
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This poein was written during a six month period, in
2004 and early 2005, as Writer in Residence at the
EB Whiting Library in Rome, and in Perth during
the weeks preparatory to going to Italy. It is an
exploration of memory, as well as of the city where I
lived for a year, forty years earlier. It is also a love
poem.
I wish to thank the Literature Board of the
Australia Council for its generous support, which
made my time in Rome possible, and without which
this poem would not have been written. And I wish
especially to thank Mrs Lorri Whiting, widow of the
poet EB (Bertie) Whiting, for her outstanding
generosity and her friendship.
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